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Abstract:This study demonstrated designs of non polarizing AR coatings at high incidence angles for visible 

region. Results appear new design stacks of non- polarizing AR coatings with optimal specifications such as low 

reflectance for the performance of both S- and P-polarizations and limit the separation of the two planes of 

polarization whenever the angles of incidence increased. 

 

I. Introduction 

Optical coatings are used to change the spectral intensity distribution or the state of polarization of the 

electromagnetic radiation incident on it for satisfying performance specifications [1,2,3]. Optical interference 

filter is the preferred type of optical coatings, which use the phenomenon of interference waves. Such filters 

consists of a number of thin films de-posited on substrate, and have the property of being able to enhance 

transmission or reflection properties within an optical system, in order to get common types of interference 

coatings such as anti reflection coatings.[4,5,6,7]. 

Antireflection coatings were the principal topic of much of the early work in thin-film optics. also they 

have had the greatest impact on technical optics, and even today, in sheer volume of production, they still 

exceed all other types of coating.Antireflection coatings are simply required for the reduction of surface 

reflection to increase the transmittance  [8]. 

Antireflection coatings can range from a single layer having virtually zero reflectance at just one 

wavelength, to a multilayer system of many layers having virtually zero reflectance over a wide spectral range. 

as a result, it can classified according to optical performance into v-type, Dual wavelength type, and Broadband 

antireflection coating[9]. 

AR coatings have been widely used in applications that include glass like lenses, eyeglasses, lasers, 

mirrors, IR diodes, architectural and automotive glass and displays such as cathode ray tubes, plasma, liquid 

crystal and flat panel displays. In addition, for optical and electro-optical systems in telecommunications, 

medicine, military products and consumer products[10]. 

 

II. Problem Definition 
At oblique incidence of light, the optical performance of anti-reflection coatings, splits into two modes 

of wave ,which they are P- and S polarization(consequence of polarization phenomenon) [8]. This is because the 

effective indices of refraction for the surrounding media and coating layer materials have a different function to 

the angle of incidence for each polarization plane thus the reflectance of S- and P-polarized light tends to be 

different .[11]. 

The knowledge indicates that the increase of incident angle expands the separation of reflection 

performance for both S- and P-polarized wave [8]. also leads to increase the reflectance with shifting toward 

shorter wavelengths this shifting may be as result of varying the optical thickness of layer due to the oblique 

incidence of plane electromagnetic wave[6,11].So it is challenge to achieve non-polarizing anti reflection 

coatings that have the same low reflection performance without seperation for both S- and P-polarization at high 

incident angles. 

In this paper, we design and submitted several different construction design stacks of non polarizing 

AR coatings that consist of two or more dielectric layers for visible region (300-800 nm) at high incident angels 

with offering promising coating materials system that used in design three types of antireflection coatings in 

visible region. 

 

III. Theoretical Background 
As mentioned coatings at high angles of incidence present special problems.  Where  the optical 

performance includes an obvious variation in properties with angle of incidence for the two modes of 

polarization . Based on that the refraction indices should be modified corresponding to the two modes of wave, 

S-polarization and P-polarization which are demonstrated as following[8,12] : 

np= n/cosθ    the effective refractive index for p-polarization       

nS= n* cosθ   the effective refractive index for s-polarization  
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This study depends Characteristics Matrix to determine the spectral transmittance profile for multilayer 

structures on a substrate. Characteristics matrix are assembly of q thin film layers, simply characteristic matrix 

is product the individual matrices for the individual layers of assembly taken in the correct order, given by 

[8,13,14]: 
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𝑛𝑟,dr are refractive index and physical thickness of layer  

q is the number of layers next to substrate  

𝑛𝑠 is the refractive index of the substrate.  

δr = 2π 𝑛𝑟dr cosθ /λ 

 (θ) is an angle of incident light 

 
𝐵
𝐶
 is defined as the characteristic matrix of the assembly. 

 

The expression of reflecttance for whole multilayer system is given as following: 

 

𝑹 =   
ɳ˳𝑩 − 𝑪

ɳ˳𝑩 + 𝑪
  

ɳ˳𝑩 − 𝑪
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ɳ˳   effective index of incident medium  

 

 

IV. Results And Discussion 
In this work, we synthesize new construction stacks of non-polarized anti reflection coatings at 

different high incident angles in visible region (300-800 nm) atdesign wavelength λo=550 nm. Advanced 

system of dielectric coating layers  with adopting glass as substrate is used to get optimal performance of 

non-polarized anti-reflection coatings. The optimal performance includes reducing the reflection and get 

intersection between the optical performance curve of the two planes of polarization.  Table (1) shows 

dielectric coating materials systems. 

 

Table (1) dielectric coating materials deposited on glass as substrate 
Configuration Materials Refractive index 

One minimum reflectance (V-coat) SiO 1.86 

 SnZ 2.3 

Two minimum points of reflectance 
(W-coat) 

MgF2 1.38 

Al2O3 1.62 
MgF2 1.38 

 

Broadband coat 

 

MgF2 1.38 

ZnS 2.3 

MgO 1.7 

 

 

4.1  non-polarized V-coat type 

In this section several construction design stacks of non-polarized V- type ARat high angles incidence 

are presented in figures (1a,1b) . the optical performance of such designs involving low reflection at specific 

wavelength (design wavelength 550 nm). In these designs we achieved a good progress in design of non-

polarized v-coat antireflection where we got optical performance  forS and P-polarization has zero reflection at 

wavelength design with high similarity in  for S and P-polarization. 

Figure(1.a) demonstrates the performance and the construction design stack of non-polarized v-coat 

anti reflection at θo =45
o
 as it is clear that there is intersection between the two plane of polarization with low 

reflection at wavelength design. 
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Figure (1.a) optical performance ofnon polarizationARC, θo =45

o 
with construction design stack:Air | 1.0812L  | 

1.0509H  |Glass 

 

 

At figure (1.b) we achieved another progress when got a very good performance of of non-polarized v-

coat anti reflection at higher incidence angle at θo =55
o
 

 
Figure (1.b) optical performance ofnon polarizationARC, θo =55

o 
with construction design stack:Air | 1.1138L  | 

1.0702H  |Glass 

As it's known the increase of incident angle leads to increase reflectance with shifting toward shorter 

wavelengths, but it's clear that we could to overcome this problem when we got designs without shifting with 

still getting  low reflection at wavelength design. 

 

4.2  non-polarized W-coat type 

In this section several construction design stacks of non-polarized Dual band antireflection at high 

angles of incidence are presented in figures (2a,2b,2c) . 

This coating is designed to provide low reflection at two different wavelength. 

Successfully we obtained designs with zero reflectance at two different wavelength at high angle of incidence 

when θo =45
o
 for both S and P modes of polarization as it is shown in figure (2.a). 

 
Figure (2.a) optical performance of non polarization ARC,  θo =45

o 
with construction design stack :Air | 1.1645 

L  | 1.1115 (2H) | 1.1645 L |Glass 
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Figures (2.b,2.c) demonstrate the optical performancewith construction design stack of non-polarized 

Dual band antireflection at higher incidence angles when θo =55
o
, 60

 o
. As its obvious that the increase of 

incident angle increases the reflection . In spite of that we still  achieved a very good reducing in the reflection 

of glass surface with completely intersect between S and P modes of polarization at two different wavelength.  

 
Figure (2.b) optical performance of non polarization ARC,  θo =55

o 
with construction design stack :Air | 1.2426 

L  | 1.1591 (2H) | 1.2426 L |Glass 

 
Figure (2.c) optical performance of non polarization ARC,  θo =60

o 
with construction design stack :Air|1.2844 

L| 1.1833 (2H) |1.2844 L |Glass 

 

4.3 non-polarized Broadband  

In this section designs of non-polarized broadband antireflection are presented in figures 

(3.a,3.b,3.c,3.d). The optical performance of broadband antireflection provides low reflectance along range of 

wavelengths. We succeeded in design non-polarized broadband antireflection involving advanced optical 

performance at high incident angles. Where we got low reflection along wide range of wavelength for both S 

and P-polarized waves within range (450-800 nm) when θo =45
o
 . such design is shown in figure (3.a) with 

construction stack. 

 
Figure (3.a) optical performance of non polarization ARC,  θo =45

o 
with construction design stack :Air | 1.1645 

L  | 1.0486 (2H) | 1.0996 M |Glass 
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At θo =50
 o
,55

o
 we carried out new construction design stacks of non-polarized broadband antireflection 

with proper performance where we obtained The same optical performance for both S and P-polarized waves 

along range of wavelength with low reflection as is shown in figures (3.b, 3.c) . such designs represent a 

significant progress in the design of non-polarized broadband antireflection at high angles of incidence when we 

could to overcome the problem of splittingwith keeping get high reducing reflection of glass surface. 

 

 
Figure (3.b) optical performance of non polarization ARC,  θo =50

o 
with construction design stack :Air | 1.2022 

L  | 1.0578 (2H) | 1.1202 M |Glass 

Figure (3.c) optical performance of non polarization ARC,  θo =55
o 
with construction design stack :Air | 1.2426 

L  | 1.0669 (2H) | 1.1412 M |Glass 

 

 

With professional way in design we achieved another design of non-polarized broadband antireflection 

at higher angle of incidence θo =60
o
 . the performance of such design demonstrates good form of  Broadband 

coating despite the high incidence angle such as the low reflection along proper range of wavelengths for both S 

and P-polarized waves as is shown in figure (3.d) . 

Figure (3.d) optical performance ofnon polarizationARC, θo =60
o 
with construction design stack:Air | 1.2844L  | 

1.0757 (2H)| 1.1621 M |Glass 
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V. Conclusion 

This study has presented new construction design stacks of  nonpolarizing    anti-reflection coatings for 

visible region (300-800 nm).Also preparing and modeling promising coating materials system for use in design 

of  non-polarizing antireflection coatings at high incident angles.  Successfully we got optimal optical 

performance of non-polarizing for the three types of anti reflection coatings. Results refer that overcome the 

problem of splitting the optical performance into S and P-mode and reducing or eliminating the separation 

between them with increasing incident angle. Also we accomplished designs that provide low reflection where 

we reached to limit the effect of increase of incidence angles. 
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